Baking Fun in Pastel Shades

Fresh colours for your home bakery
Emsa makes baking twice as much fun with this smart collection of baking
accessories in soft pastel shades. And not only do the Superline mixing
bowls and jugs look particularly lovely in their delicate hues of rosé, mint
and lilac, but the non-slip bottom also provides a stable hold when
preparing sweet and savoury treats. Cakes, cupcakes, cake pops and small
snacks are securely transported, safely stored and served in style in the
myBakery Collapsible Partybutler. The decorative Classic trays provide the
perfect helping hand for serving treats from your home bakery. And in the
unlikely event that they aren’t all polished off, leftovers will stay fresh for a
remarkably long time in the Clip & Close food storage containers thanks to
their freshness seal.
All the products at a glance:
myBakery collapsible partybutler
 A simple way to transport cakes, tarts, party snacks & co.
 Transport is 100% secure thanks to the Safe Loc “suitcase principle”
 Uses 50% less storage space thanks to the collapsible system
 Crystal-clear look with stylishly coloured elements
 Colour: mint
 Dimensions: for cakes up to 15.5cm (6.10 in.) in height and 30 cm (11.81 in.) in
diameter
myBakery collapsible partybutler
 Suitable for transporting 15 muffins, cupcakes, tarts and much more
 Includes 25 cake pop holders
myBakery Plus collapsible partybutler (with etagere)
 Transports contents on two levels; can be used for 24 muffins and 25 cake pops or to
carry traditional cakes

Basic cake butler
 Safely transports cakes and tarts
 Colours: rosé, mint and lilac
 Dimensions: Ø 33 cm (12.99 in.)
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Superline mixing bowl and mixing jug
 Robust, easy to care for and durable
 Rubber ring in the base for stability
 Colours: rosé, mint and lilac
 Volume: mixing bowl 3.0 l (101.47 fl. oz.); mixing jug 1.0 l (33.82 fl. oz.)

Clip & Close muffin box incl. 3 free silicone baking moulds
 Airtight, hygienic storage thanks to the special freshness seal
 Ideal for carrying muffins, etc.
 Colour: transparent
 Volume: 3.7 l (125.15 fl. oz.)

Classic tray
 With a wide range of attractive patterns that extend all the way to the border, e.g. "Cup
Cakes" or "Macarons"
 High border for safe transport
 Remarkably scratch-resistant and hard-wearing
 Dimensions: 40 x 31 cm (15.75 x 12.20 in.), 50 x 37 cm (19.69 x 14.57 in.)

All products are available now.
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